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How good we are able to control?

How about stocks?
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We all know when something is wrong when we are driving a car 

Do we have the right dashboard?



A process with clear ownership and
accountability to review and set
targets and identify and implement
optimization opportunities.
Clear who are the ‘suppliers’ and
‘customers’ of the process.

INVENTORY 
MANAGEMENT

• plan towards targets
• proactive management of

projected deviations
• clear ‘escalation’ in case of

unexpected events
• fact based decisions to deviate

INVENTORY CONTROL

Transparent process to set the
parameters for (groups of) SKU
based on agreed characteristics and
threshold. Appointed process
owner.

PARAMETER DECISION

• regular check of actual
performance vs data setting

• clear process to ‘engineer’
required parameters

• stage gate process for product
pipeline

MASTER DATA

Building blocks for inventory management
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Inventory Control 

Purpose

• Maintaining the right balance of stock in your warehouses

• Providing a better service level 

• Monitoring the stock dynamics

How to achieve success?

• Reporting/Visualization

• Analysis

• Communication & Action
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Reporting for Inventory control: principles
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• Reports can be as complex as possible, but 
should not overload the user with information

• Should create focus

• Visuals and KPI’s should be easy to read and 
interpret

• Reports must be actionable



Trade-off: holistic vs detailed views 

Global vs Regional vs Local
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Inventory reporting elements



Stock Decomposition
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Understanding stock health

Time
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Overstock

Understock

Healthy Stock

Safety stock

Cycle stock



Total Stock
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Example of stock breakdown and driver analysis

Inventory decomposition basics

WIP
Stock 

in 
transit

On Hand Stock

Strategic Stock Blocked Stock

Active stock

Safety stock Cycle stock

Regulatory Stock

Required stock 
to anticipate on 
future known 
events (tenders, 
factory 
shutdowns)
(agreed)

Required stock to 
buffer for 
uncertainty in 
demand or supply

Stock required 
for contractual 
or legal reasons
(regulatory/man
datory and 
contractually 
agreed 
quantities)
(agreed)

Quality 
inspection

Stock produced in 
lots or batches 
that fulfills 
demand over 
replenishment 
cycle
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Example of stock breakdown and driver analysis

Drivers for safety, cycle and overstock

Safety stock Cycle stock Excess stock

• Imbalance safety stock
• Lead time uncertainty not 

included
• Duplication of safety stock

• Lot size effects
• Actual and planned lead 

time different
• Incorrect ROP

EOL
Early
Bias

Pre-build
Etc.

Total Stock

WIP
Stock 

in 
transit

On Hand Stock

Strategic Stock Blocked Stock

Active stock

Safety stock Cycle stock

Regulatory Stock
Excess 
stock
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Example deliverable: making your inventory transparent

In transit stock

Overstock
• Excess
• Obsolete
• Strategic
• …

• Returns
• Quality Inspection
• …

14%

10%

6%

29%

23%

18%

Blocked Stock

Strategic stock

Safety stock

Cycle stock

→ Build total breakdown  
bottom-up (from the 
lowest sku level) 

→ Define the breakdown 
groups that fit your 
business

→ Set alert for 
understock, as it’s not a 
part of the pie chart
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Inventory decomposition in reporting: Example

→ Track the progress over 
time

→ Possibility to drill-down 
to the lowest level



Typical data inputs 

Inventory snapshots
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Forecast/Demand data

Replenishment data 
(Purchase/Process orders)

Master data



Stock Age
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Why stock age important?

• Customers require minimum shelf life a of a product and 
planning systems are designed to meet the requirements

• FIFO principles “should” be respected and “should” prevent 
piling up of the old batches
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→ Include stock age tracking in your 
reporting and be ready for the unexpected 
obsoletes

→ Control the consumption of the old stock 
by making it visual also in the stock 
projections



Stock age: example in reports
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→ Define the groups and 
“alert” moments

→ Per group track the 
progress over time

Stock age groups, days



Supply analysis
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Introduction lead time

• Analysis of the actual replenishment behavior of both receiving and supplying plants

Relevance for inventory management

• Safety stock: 

- Lead time is an input to the “APICS” formula

- purpose to cover demand and supply uncertainty during the replenishment lead time

• Cycle stock: structural arrival of replenishment orders too early raises the physical cycle stock.

• Service: structural late arrival of replenishment orders causes stock out and hence service loss. 
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replenishment lead time

requested customer lead time

Replenishment lead time = required time to have new stock available again

Make-to-Order: We have sufficient time available to 
produce the material and deliver the customer within the 
requested lead time

replenishment time

requested customer lead time

Make-to-Stock/Forecast: We don’t have sufficient time 
available to produce the material and deliver the 
customer within the requested lead-time. And as a 
result stock is required to meet the requested lead-time

Lead times and stock strategies
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Inbound lead time: GR processing time too high?
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Production time Goods Receipt

Actual lead time
Arrived

early

Total replenishment lead timeInbound 
view

• In case replenishment orders from different suppliers structurally arrive earlier than planned at the receiving 

plant, there is a high probability that the Goods Receipt component is too high.

• Hypothesis: local inventory targets for receiving plants provide a pervert incentives to plan with longer lead 

times and wait with Goods Receipt processing till needed.



Observed behavior inbound view

Loc 1:

Loc 2:

OK Late → Early

OK Late → Early
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Unexpected behavior

Expected behavior

• Typically in industry is the focus on late 
deliveries and not on early deliveries.

• Late deliveries directly impact the service 
provided.

• Early arrival of replenishments guarantee 
availability and have an often neglected 
working capital impact.



Supplier Leadtime variability

insights that can be added to reporting

High variation = 
low reliability

‘Always late’

Supply reliability scores can be 
added to weekly stock dashboards

Supply reliability score analysis 
can:
- trigger masterdata updates
- drive negotiations with suppliers
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MOQ: high vs low/no MOQ
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1. No MOQ: Risk of a stock-out increases at the end of the 
replenishment cycle

2. High MOQ: the number of replenishment cycles is 
limited. Therefore the amount of occasions that the 
stock is developing towards the minimum stock level is 
also limited. This effect is resulting in lower safety stock 
values

No MOQ vs Hight MOQ

→ Define the groups and “alert” 
moments

→ Track the progress over time of 
Order size coverage (in weeks of 
demand)
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Inventory Projection
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Latest inventory snapshot

Supply Plans

Net Requirement Plans
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Inventory projection data inputs



Root cause analysis on stock development

using inventory projection

• Root cause analysis helps in understanding 

main drivers of stock increase

• Example:

- Detect mismatch between Supply and 

Net Requirements per month or per 

location to prevent obsolete stock
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Stock coverage projection to detect 

excess and obsolete cases

• Based on latest Net Requirement Plans projected inventory 

can be categorized in stock:

- Sold within 1 year

- Sold between 1 and 2 years

- Sold after 2 years

- No requirements at all

• Early detection can reduce the future excess and/or obsolete 

stock
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Stock projection: Scenario Analysis

• By changing the original supply or Net Requirement 

Plan, the inventory projection is updated

• Benefits:

- Quantitative arguments in discussions

- Which adjustment to make to close the budget gap
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How to improve inventory health?

• Insights are key in understanding your inventory! Periodically 

analyze and visualize your inventory (i.e. decomposition)

• Focus is often on optimizing safety stock levels, while cycle stock 

also makes up big part of total inventory

- Checks whether master data lead times similar to the actual lead 

times

- Analysis of lot size coverage (i.e. MOQ of one year of demand)

• Prevent obsolete stocks

- Monitoring batch age

- Stock projection
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Visualize, Analyze, Act!
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Stock 
decomposition
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Inventory decomposition basics

Safety stocks

Cycle 

Stock

Regulatory stock

Anticipation stock

Stock type Description Determinants

Cycle stock Stock produced in lots or batches 

that fulfills demand over 
replenishment cycle (time between 
two production starts)

Lead time, batch size Calculated

Safety stock Required stock to buffer for 

uncertainty in demand (order 
quantity) or supply (lead-time)

Demand variability (Q) and 

supply variability (@lead 
time)

Calculated

Anticipation stock Required stock to anticipate on 

future known events

Tenders, quotes, anticipated 

factory shut downs for 
maintenance, etc

Agreed

Regulatory stock Stock required for contractual or 

legal reasons

Regulatory (mandatory) and 

contractually agreed 
quantities
C, SS and A are part of R

Agreed


